Explicit solvent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out for sarcin-ricin domain (SRD) motifs from 23S (Escherichia coli) and 28S (rat) rRNAs. The SRD motif consists of GAGA tetraloop, G-bulged cross-strand A-stack, flexible region and duplex part. Detailed analysis of the overall dynamics, base pairing, hydration, cation binding and other SRD features is presented. The SRD is surprisingly static in multiple 25 ns long simulations and lacks any non-local motions, with root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) values between averaged MD and high-resolution X-ray structures of 1-1.4 Å . Modest dynamics is observed in the tetraloop, namely, rotation of adenine in its apex and subtle reversible shift of the tetraloop with respect to the adjacent base pair. The deformed flexible region in low-resolution rat X-ray structure is repaired by simulations. The simulations reveal few backbone flips, which do not affect positions of bases and do not indicate a force field imbalance. Non-WatsonCrick base pairs are rigid and mediated by longresidency water molecules while there are several modest cation-binding sites around SRD. In summary, SRD is an unusually stiff rRNA building block. Its intrinsic structural and dynamical signatures seen in simulations are strikingly distinct from other rRNA motifs such as Loop E and Kink-turns.
INTRODUCTION
The sarcin-ricin domain (SRD) is a highly conserved component of 23S-28S rRNA from the large ribosomal subunit. The SRD motif forms a crucial site for the binding of elongation factors EF-Tu and EF-G (1,2). EF-Tu participates in the binding of aminoacyl-tRNA to ribosomes while EF-G catalyzes the translocation process of peptidyl-tRNA from the A site to the P site. Binding of elongation factors is inhibited by ribotoxins, such as a-sarcin (ribonuclease) and ricin (RNA N-glycosidase), which specifically modify the SRD leading to inactivation of the ribosome. Sarcin cleaves the phosphodiester backbone on the 3 0 -side of G2661 (for numbering see Figure 1a ) (4) , while ricin depurinates the 5 0 -adjacent A2660 (5, 6) . There are two SRD areas which are recognized by both toxins and elongation factors: the GAGA tetraloop, where toxin cleavage sites are positioned, and the bulged G2655 (2, (7) (8) (9) . The G2655 nucleotide represents the most critical site for EF-binding (8) . However, the primary determinant of recognition is not the nucleotide type but the SRD conformation (8, 10, 11) .
Several atomic resolution structures of the SRD motif were determined. Except for SRD motifs in the ribosomal crystal structures (12, 13) , there are structures of isolated SRD observed by both X-ray and NMR techniques, namely, the SRD from Escherichia coli 23S rRNA [X-ray, resolution 1.11 s (10) and 1.04 s (11)] and rat 28S rRNA [X-ray 2.1 s (14) and NMR (15) (16) (17) ]. There are also two mutant structures that mimic the 28S rRNA SRD motif (11) . Three different analogs of the same motif were also observed in the complex with restrictocin (sarcin analog) (18) . Although atomic resolution structures of SRD-EF complexes have yet to be determined, there is evidence that the SRD is in the close proximity of the EF catalytic center (19) . A homology modeling approach and energy minimization method were used for preparation of an atomic model of 70S ribosomal complex containing SRD motif (20) .
We report long-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of two SRD structures based on crystal structures of E.coli (ECOLI) and rat (RAT) SRD motifs. Despite force field and sampling limitations (21) , MD simulations represent a useful tool to study non-canonical RNA molecules (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . This study is a continuation of our efforts to characterize all key non-Watson-Crick ribosomal RNA motifs (24) (25) (26) 28) .
The aim of simulations is to reveal the intrinsic properties of isolated RNA motifs and to suggest how they could affect the ribosomal structures. Despite that the surrounding components modify the dynamics of smaller rRNA fragments in ribosome, their intrinsic properties undoubtedly pre-determine their roles in the ribosome. Thus, for example, intrinsic properties of isolated K-turns and sarcin-ricin loop are strikingly different (see below). One of the advantages of simulations is that they are too short to allow any major unfolding of the isolated RNAs, so we can compare the intrinsic properties of all rRNA motifs in the ribosome-like arrangements. It is not always possible with solution experiments. Stochastic fluctuations seen in MD simulations usually represent a good indicator of the deformability of the molecules also on a longer time scale (38) . In addition, simulations capture some features (such as long-residency hydration) that are not apparent in the experiments. Thus, properly executed simulations represent a legitimate tool to complement the experiments.
Description of studied SRD motifs
The SRD motifs are distorted hairpins containing a GAGA tetraloop, a G-bulged cross-strand A-stack, a flexible region and a terminal A-form duplex (Figure 1 ). The secondary structure of both studied SRD motifs is very similar for residues 2655-2665 (using ECOLI numbering-for the RAT numbering see Figure 1 ). We use the following abbreviations: WC, Watson-Crick; H, Hoogsteen; and SE, Sugar Edge.
The GAGA tetraloop exhibits common GNRA tetraloop backbone geometry. GNRA tetraloops can differ in base orientation and are characterized by the following features (14) . The first and the fourth bases (G2659 and A2662) form modified trans SE/H ('sheared') G/A base pair ( Figure 2a ) which is stabilized by bifurcated H-bond interconnecting N2(G) with N7(A) and O2P(A). Another H-bond between N3(G) and N6(A) was reported in NMR studies (15, 16, 39) . Crystallographic studies suggest that these base pairs tend to be water-mediated between N3(G) and N6(A) (40) . The last three bases of the tetraloop form a triple purine stack. Its orientation to the closing WC base pair can be nearly parallel (crystal structures of SRD GAGA tetraloops) or altered (crystal structure of GUAA tetraloop) (40) . Typically, a contact between O2 0 (G2659) and N7(G2661) is observed (14) . Torsion angles in GNRA tetraloops adopt predominantly A-form values. Sugar puckering is C3 0 -endo in crystal structures while mixed puckering (C2 0 -endo and C3 0 -endo) was found by NMR (10, 41) .
The bulged G-motif consists of trans H/SE A2657/G2664 base pair and G2655/U2656/A2665 base triple (Figure 2b ) which is formed by cis SE/H G/U and trans WC/H U/A base pairs. The motif has characteristic cross-strand stacking of adenines and the backbone kink of A2665. In contrast to Loop E A-stack, the SRD motif has an extra bulged guanine G2655 which is paired with U2656 and forms the cross-strand G-stack with G2664 from the opposite strand. The nucleotide most critical for binding of EF-G is the bulged G2655 (8) .
The flexible regions contain non-Watson-Crick base pairs shown in the Figure 2c -f. The flexible regions differ in number of non-Watson-Crick base pairs (RAT, 3 bp; ECOLI, 2 bp) and their type. The ECOLI flexible region is formed by water-mediated trans H/H A2654/C2666 and trans H/SE C2667/U2653 base pairs. The RAT flexible region contains trans H/H A4318/A4330, trans H/SE C4317/C4331 and trans H/SE C4332/U4316 base pairs. Owing to lower resolution of the RAT crystal structure no interconnecting water molecules were identified in this area. A/A and mainly C/C base pairs are not coplanar in the crystal RAT structure (Figure 2g ), but crystal structures of SRD mutants (1Q93 and 1Q96) (11) obtained at higher resolution revealed coplanar orientation of the interacting bases. Different flexible regions of eukaryotes and prokaryotes likely prevent the EFs of one species from functioning with the ribosomes of the other (10) .
The S-turn is caused by the bulged G and consists of two turns: the first [residues U2653-A2654 (ECOLI), C4317-A4318 (RAT)] reverses the chain direction and the second [G2655-U2656 (ECOLI), G4319-U4320 (RAT)] restores the chain direction (11) . The chain direction is changed by torsion angle deviations throughout the backbone of A2654 and G2655. Their C2 0 -endo sugar pucker places the 2 0 -hydroxyl groups into the major groove.
METHODS
The simulations were carried out using the AMBER6 and AMBER7 programs (42) with Cornell et al. force field (43) . Systems were neutralized with sodium counterions (Na + radius 1.868 s and well depth 0.0028 kcal/mol) placed either by Xleap module of AMBER (simulations ECOLI1 and RAT1) or manually positioned into phosphate bisectors (simulations ECOLI2 and RAT2). Xleap places the cations iteratively into the minima of the electrostatic potential which is calculated on a grid (grid spacing 1 s) using Coulomb's law and distance dependent dielectric constant. While the Xleap is currently the most common method to initially place cations, it possibly could lead to trapping of ions and bias the ion positions in shorter simulations. The manual placement of ions may improve sampling. However, our experience with $3 ms of RNA simulations suggests that trapping likely does not pose a problem and the monovalent ion distribution is not affected by the initial ion positioning in any systematic way for simulations longer than 5-10 ns. A box of $6500 TIP3P water molecules (44) was added around the molecule to a depth of 10-16 s. Simulations were carried out using the particle mesh Ewald technique (45) with 9 s nonbonded cutoff and 2 fs time step. Equilibration started by 5000 steps of minimization followed by 250 ps of MD, with the atomic positions of the solute molecule fixed. Then, two series of minimization (1000 steps) and MD simulation (20 ps) were carried out with restraints of 50 and 25 kcal/ (mol·Å 2 ) applied to all solute atoms. This was followed by five rounds of a 1000-step minimization with solute restraints reduced by 5 kcal/(mol·Å 2 ) in each round. Then 100 ps of unrestrained MD followed, with the system heated from 50 to 300 K. The production MD runs were carried out with constant pressure boundary conditions (relaxation time of 1.0 ps). Constant temperature of 300 K using the Berendsen weak-coupling algorithm was applied with a time constant of 1.0 ps. SHAKE (46) constraints with a tolerance of 10 À8 Å were applied to all hydrogens to eliminate the fastest X-H vibrations and allow a longer simulation time step. Translational and rotational center-of-mass motion was removed every 5 ps.
Trajectories were analyzed using Carnal and Ptraj modules of AMBER as well as with in-house software. Averaged distances (over a given period) between H-bond donors and acceptors below 3.2 s are classified as H-bonds. As any distance threshold is artificial, detail monitoring of the dynamics of possible H-bonds was carried out to assure that H-bonds with slightly longer donor-acceptor distances are not missed.
Significant motions of the molecule were analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA) (47, 48) in Ptraj module. PCA is based on construction of a covariance matrix from the atomic fluctuations along the trajectory. This matrix is diagonalized, which provides a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Then, filtered main motions along the most significant eigenvectors are analyzed.
Hydration and ion distributions were tracked by binding atom positions from root mean square (r.m.s.) coordinate fit frames over all solute atoms at 1 ps intervals into (0.5 s) 3 grids. This procedure gives water density around the solute and, thus, main hydration sites are visible. Then, systematic monitoring of solute-solvent and solute-ion distances is carried out. Molecular interaction potentials (MIPs) were calculated by DelPhi (49) by solving the non-linear PoissonBoltzmann equation with implicit solvent representation and zero ionic strength. Visualization was carried out using VMD (50), Pymol (DeLano Scientific, San Carlos, CA) and InsightII (Biosym/MSI, San Diego, CA). Interaction (stacking) energies between two bases were calculated using the force field (Anal module) considering only the two bases in a given mutual geometry and neglecting the rest of the system. The atomic charges were not modified after dissection. The interaction energy is then defined as the energy difference between the given base stack and the two bases separated into infinity assuming dielectric constant of 1 (in vacuo calculation). Relaxation of the monomers is not performed. The calculations thus include only the van der Waals and electrostatic terms. The calculations provide crude insight in the stability because solvent screening is not included. 
Initial structures
The RAT simulated system was based on the 29 nt RNA crystal structure (PDB code, 430D; NDB code, UR0002) determined at 2.1 s resolution. Two terminal G/C WC base pairs were omitted. The ECOLI simulated structure was based on the 27 nt RNA crystal structure (PDB code, 483D; NDB code, UR0007) determined at 1.11 s. Unpaired terminal nucleotides U, G and adjacent G/U base pair were removed. Additional simulations (35 ns in total) of mutated structures (containing C4322G/G4327C and C4322U/G4327A mutations) based on the rat SRD motif (11) were carried out. These control simulations exhibited very similar behavior as simulations of non-mutated structures and their results are only briefly mentioned in Supplementary Data.
RESULTS
The length of each simulation of ECOLI and RAT systems was 25 ns (total 100 ns). The simulations were very stable with instantaneous r.m.s.d. values to the crystal structures along the whole trajectories 1.5-1.7 s (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Hydrogen bonding
ECOLI simulations. All WC base pairs were stable. Non-WC base pairs are described in detail in Supplementary Table S1 . Originally, G2659 and A2662 are connected by bifurcated hydrogen bond between N2(G) and N7(A)/O2P(A). During the simulation new contact between N1(G) the O2P(A) was established. In the tetraloop area, there is also H-bond contact between O2 0 (G2659) and N7(G2661). The G2664/A2657 base pair contains direct H-bonds between bases in the crystal: N7(A)-N2(G) and N6(A)-N3(G). Other contacts are N6(A2657)-O2 0 (G2664), N1(G2664)-O2P(U2656), N2(G2664)-O2P(U2656) and O6(G2664)-O2 0 (G2655). The last three contacts of G2664 with backbone were disrupted due to backbone switch observed in early stages of the simulation followed by modest reorientation of G2655 phosphate (see below).
The base triplet G2655/U2656/A2665 is formed by two base pairs: G/U with one base-base H-bond N2(G)-O4(U), and U/A connected by N3(U)-N7(A) and O2(U)-N6(A) H-bonds. Other H-bonds are N1(G)-O2P(A) and N2(G)-O5 0 (A). During the simulation a slight shear of A2665 and U2656 bases disrupted O2(U)-N6(A) H-bond (distance 4.1 s). G and U remained coplanar while angle between A and U base planes increased from 20 to 40 . In the flexible region, (see also Hydration) the A2654/ C2666 base pair has only N6(A)-O2P(C) and C8(A)-O1P(A) contacts. During the simulation the second contact disappeared. The X-ray base pair U2653/C2667 is connected by one H-bond between O2(U) and N4(C). In simulations, C2667 fluctuates leading to alternating participation of both hydrogens of cytosine aminogroup in the H-bond ( Figure 3) . The H-bond is almost equally shared by both hydrogens (55% population for H41 binding). Similar U/C geometries were observed by others (36) .
RAT simulations. Compared with ECOLI structure, the crystal geometry of RAT G4323/A4326 base pair is a little bit different. Again, there are two H-bonds N2(G)-N7(A) and N2(G)-O2P(A), but there is a relatively short distance of 3.5 s between N3(G) and N6(A) not observed in the ECOLI structure. During the simulation this base pair relaxed to a similar geometry as described above for ECOLI simulations. The A4321/G4328 base pair is connected by two H-bonds, N2(G)-N7(A) and N3(G)-N6(A). Similarly to ECOLI simulation, the close contacts between G4328 and sugar-phosphate backbone
0 (G4319) are not observed during the simulation. Another N6(A4321)-O2 0 (G4328) close contact was formed. The crystal geometry of G4319/U4320/A4329 triplet and its simulation behavior are very similar to the ECOLI triplet, with the angle between U4320 and A4329 base planes $33 in simulations. The flexible region in the X-ray structure is markedly perturbed but is swiftly repaired in the simulation. The U4316/ C4332 base pair exhibits similar behavior as the U2653/C2667 of ECOLI (see above). Base pairs A4318/A4330 and C4317/ C4331 have bases vertically separated by $1 and 3 s, respectively (Figure 2g ). The A4318/A4330 base pair relaxes into nice in-plane geometry during equilibration, with two symmetrical N7(A)-N6(A) H-bonds and another N6(A4318)-O2P(A4330) contact. Bases of C4317/C4331 have no H-bond contact in the crystal and do not interact with the sugar-phosphate backbone. The O2(C4317)-N4(C4331) distance is 3.2 s but the atoms are above each other. Again, this base pair is repaired in early stages of the simulations with N4(C4331)-O2(C4317) and N4(C4331)-O2 0 (C4317) H-bonds. Another arrangement with two symmetrical N4(C)-N3(C) H-bonds forms in the interval 5-9 ns in simulation RAT2. Geometries of A/A and C/C base pairs found in simulations are consistent with geometries observed in more accurate crystal structures of mutated RAT SRD, e.g. 1Q96 (Supplementary Table S1 ).
Sugar puckering, glycosidic torsions and backbone angles
The backbone dynamics was very similar in ECOLI and RAT simulations.
In agreement with the initial crystal structures, sugar puckering is preferentially C3 0 -endo (0-25 ), except of S-turn residues A2654 and G2655, characterized by C2 0 -endo sugar puckering (165-170
). Glycosidic torsion angles for majority of residues are in the anti range of 185-230 . However, the bulged G2655 (and G4319 in RAT) was switched from high anti conformation (X-ray c angle $260
) to syn conformation (c angle of 320 ) during the first 500 ps of all simulations. While the value of 320 is formally within the syn region it is still rather close to the average value typical for bulged G-motif and rather far from the common syn value ($45 ). The observed shift by $60 is related to a backbone switch of P(U2656) described below. This event leads to geometrical changes in the sugarphosphate backbone of G2655 while the position of the base is not affected.
Changes of sugar pucker and c angle were observed in the tetraloop region. First, rotation of the A2660 (and A4324 in RAT) base localized in the tetraloop apex around the glycosidic bond occurred in almost all simulations (Figure 4 ) due to change of c(A2660) from anti to syn (Supplementary Figure  S2) . This occurred at 19.5, 19 and 5.5 ns in ECOLI1, RAT1 and ECOLI2 simulations, respectively, with no switch in RAT2. After the switch, only very short attempts to regain the anti position were seen. Both anti to syn orientations further exhibit two c substates with oscillations on a scale of several hundreds picoseconds (Supplementary Table S2 ). Anti conformation is characterized by values of 180 and 200 . Syn conformation is characterized by substates around 340 and 50
. The value of 340 is typical for the parallel orientation of the triple purine stack A2660-G2661-A2662 (and the equivalent RAT bases) with respect to the adjacent WC base pair (standard X-ray orientation). c angles of G2661 and A2662 are in this case around 200 . c angle of 50 for A2660, and 250
for G2661 and A2662 lead to altered orientation known from the crystal structure of GUAA tetraloop (40) (Supplementary Figure S3) . The triple purine stack was found in the altered orientation (population of 13% of the simulation time) predominantly when A2660 adopted syn conformation. Changes in sugar puckering were observed entirely for A2660 and only in simulations RAT1 and ECOLI2. The switch from C3 0 -endo to C2 0 -endo is connected with A2660 reorientation. In case of RAT1 simulation sugar pucker was changed at 19 ns and remained C2 0 -endo till the end of the simulation, while sugar pucker oscillated several times in ECOLI2 simulation (45% population for C2 0 -endo since 5.5 ns-Supplementary Figure S2 ). typically in the intervals  of 160-170 and 220-240 in the SRD crystal structures, except of the S-turn, the opposite kink and the tetraloop apex. There are few and only modest backbone changes observed in almost all ECOLI and RAT simulations. At the beginning of all simulations switch of phosphate U2656 (and RAT U4320) has been observed ( Figure 5B ), associated with disruption of O2P(U2656)-N2(G2664), and O2 0 (G2655)-O6(G2664) contacts and change of glycosidic torsion angle of bulged G2655 (see above). In the crystal structure, the phosphate geometry is characterized by a 2656 , b 2656 Figure 5A ) when the shifted stacking geometry occurs (see below).
Virtual torsion angles (51) C4
There is also an oscillation of S-turn phosphate A2654 (A4318) (torsion angles e 2653 , z 2653 and a 2654 ). The phosphate group fluctuates between two positions spending with 1-2 ns period (Supplementary Figure S4a) . Strikingly, this dynamics agrees well with bistability of phosphate groups positioned in the S-turn motif (A2654 and G2655) visible in the highresolution crystal structure (Supplementary Figure S4b) .
In the duplex region, the following irreversible phosphate switches were observed: G2668 switch at 16 ns (ECOLI1) ( Figure 5C ), A2670 switch at 19 ns (ECOLI2) and C4332 switch at 14 ns (RAT1). All the flipped geometries are characterized by a ¼ 140 and g ¼ 185 , while the standard geometry is described by a ¼ 290 and g ¼ 60 (b is in both cases $180
). This flipped angle combination is typical for the AII-RNA backbone family, which is an established (X-ray) A-RNA duplex substate (52) . Such topology is seen in both crystal structures of ECOLI for phosphate U2650. The changes of selected torsion angles connected with U2656, G2663 and G2668 switches in ECOLI1 simulation are shown in Supplementary Figure S5 .
Stacking energies and shifted tetraloop substate
Stacking energies were calculated along the trajectories (for definition see Methods). Total interaction energies and van der Waals (VDW) energy terms were analyzed. The VDW term corresponds to what is in experimental studies discussed as base stacking overlap. Force field calculation is actually more exact than any visual overlap inspection commonly reported in X-ray studies. Most interesting changes were observed in the tetraloop (only ECOLI numbering is used in the text). Analysis of stacking identified two distinct geometries (observed in both ECOLI and RAT systems): (i) standard (X-ray) geometry characterized by stabilizing vertical contacts of G2659-G2663, C2658-G2659 and A2662-G2663, and (ii) shifted geometry, where all previously mentioned contacts are destabilized. The shifted geometry brings an increased overlap of guanines G2659 and G2663, which leads to improved VDW term. Note that the VDW term is considered to be decisive for stabilization in a polar environment. The contact between A2662 and G2663 is almost lost (Supplementary Figure S6 ). The shifted substate was observed in the following intervals: 15-25 ns in ECOLI1, 7-12 ns and 17-22 ns in ECOLI2, 4-11 ns and 14-25 ns in RAT1 and 19-23 ns in RAT2. Note that the G2659-G2663 stack participates in the four-guanine stack. When the G2659-G2663 stacking interaction is weaker, the vertical contact between G2663 and G2664 is improved and vice versa. Stacking interaction G2655-G2664 is not affected. The shifted geometry is correlated with G2663 phosphate switch (see above). Described interaction energies are summarized in Supplementary Table S3 and the full account of base stacking is given in the Supplementary Data. motifs. This contrasts SRD even with the Loop E that shows clearly visible major (deep) groove breathing nanosecondscale oscillations (several angstroms) as the leading dynamical movement. This means that Loop E is easily deformable in the direction of major groove width compression or extension. The main SRD dynamics principal component (first mode) is just the local tetraloop shift reported above, and the second mode represents mainly moderate fast thermal fluctuations of the terminal duplex base pairs. The G-bulged motif and the flexible region are motionless. It means that these regions have no easily accessible alternative substates or a broader range of low-energy conformations available around the X-ray structure, otherwise they would be spontaneously sampled in the multiple 25 ns simulations. Also atomic positional fluctuations and r.m.s.d. values per nucleotide confirm the local geometrical changes observed in the tetraloop region: movements of A2660 and the modest tetraloop re-stacking. All these analyses illustrate an amazing lack of non-local motions in the simulated SRD fragments, to our opinion not seen in any longer RNA simulations so far. This feature of SRD is unexpected, as other RNA motifs behave differently in analogous simulations and the SRD base pairing pattern in the flexible region looks visually weak. The simulated SRD systems stay firmly locked in their starting geometries. Full extensive account of the analyses is given in the Supplementary Data, including comparison with Loop E and Kink-turns.
Molecular interaction potential
Both crystal structures exhibit very similar minimal MIP values of À16.5 kT (ECOLI) and À17.6 kT (RAT), with similar distribution of electronegative sites. The most electronegative sites are positioned between phosphate groups Table 1 .
Interaction with ions and long-residency hydration
Crystallographic studies of SRD structures did not provide much information about ion positions, except the highly resolved crystal structure of ECOLI revealing ion binding (thallium) near A2665 and C2666 (10) . This ion forms a lattice contact with a symmetry-related molecule and MD simulations did not show any ion-binding site in this region.
In simulations, several ion-binding sites with inner-shell occupancy higher than 10% (for both ECOLI and RAT data see Table 2 ) were identified. The binding sites are localized in the tetraloop and flexible regions, mainly at N7 atoms of guanine. They clearly coincide with MIP electronegative sites.
The most occupied ion-binding site of ECOLI structure was found in the tetraloop region near N7(G2659) ( Figure 6A ). Occupancy of this site by ions (inner-shell binding) is 47-84% and several ions were exchanged in this site during each simulation. One ion was localized in this area for 12 ns. However, its direct unperturbed contacts with N7 did not exceed 3 ns, and in-between the ion was visiting phosphate groups 4-7 s away. Other important ion-binding site was found in the four-guanine stack, interconnecting N7 and O6 atoms of G2663 and G2664. The occupancy was 50% in the interval of 0-15 ns of ECOLI1 simulation while no ions were seen there in period 15-25 ns. We expect that this ion-binding site disappeared due to changes in the tetraloop geometry at 15 ns. In ECOLI2 simulation, this site was not substantially occupied. Other three ion-binding sites were found in the flexible region and the duplex part. One with 20% occupancy is positioned near O4(U2653) ( Figure 6B ). The second one is positioned near N7(G2668) with occupancy around 55% ( Figure 6B ) and the last one is near N7(A2670) with occupancy of 25%.
Hydration sites correspond to positions of the most electronegative MIP sites. Maximal water binding times did not exceed 4-5 ns and were typically around 1-2 ns for Occupancies exceeding 20% are in boldface. Maximum binding times represent a period of uninterrupted inner-shell binding while numbers in parentheses indicate a period when an ion was found in the described ion-binding site and the surrounding area (i.e. including fluctuations not exceeding 300 ps). Sites marked by 'x' are not observable either in ECOLI or in RAT systems.
majority of long-residing water molecules. Positions of many MD hydration sites are in a very good agreement with X-ray water molecules. The important hydration sites are described in the Table 3 , stereo figures presenting global hydration patterns around the ECOLI and RAT molecules are available in the Supplementary Figure S16 . Hydration of RAT is very similar to the ECOLI (Supplementary Table S6 ). In ECOLI simulation, there is water-mediated base pair G2659/A2662 (hydration site I). Water molecule interconnects atoms N3(G) and N6,N7(A) (Figure 7 ) with binding times 0.5-2 ns. In the major groove of the tetraloop region and the two neighboring base pairs, there is a set of water molecules interconnecting adjacent phosphates (sites IIa-IIc). Several of them are also in the close contact with the ion positioned near N7(G2659) ( Figure 6A ). Maximal binding time does not exceed 2 ns. Longer hydration times are observed for waters contacting an ion. Another interesting hydration site in this area is between N2(G2664) and O2P(A2657) atoms (site IId) ( Figure 6A ). In the crystal structure, these atoms are in close contact, but during the equilibration period the distance between N2(G) and O2P(A) increases and hydration site is formed.
Hydration site was found also in the four-guanine stack region, but only if this site is occupied by ion (site IIIc). In this case water molecule interconnects the ion with O6 atoms of G2659 and G2663, also with participation of O2P(A2662). In the minor groove side of A2657/G2664 base pair, there is a hydration site formed by N3(A) and O2 0 (A) atoms. There are two water-mediated base pairs in the flexible region ( Figure 6B ). The contact between U2653/C2667 is mediated by one direct hydrogen bond [N4(C)-O2(U)] and one water bridge between N4(C) and N3(U) (site IVuc) with binding times 1-5 ns. Water positioned in this site is also in close contact with O2P(C2666). The second water-mediated base pair is A2654/ C2666 without any direct hydrogen bond connection [except fluctuations when N4(C) and N7(A) were connected by Hbond]. This base pair is stabilized by water molecule between N4(C) and N6,N7(A) in the minor groove (site IVac).
One of the most important hydration sites is positioned between G2655/U2656/A2665 triplet and the adjacent A2654/C2666 base pair (site V) ( Figure 6B ). This hydration site is formed by N3 atoms of A2654 and G2655. Note that only phosphate position was affected by the modest c angle change at G2655 (see above) and we suggest that this minor local structural change is not influencing hydration and ionbinding sites involving G2655. The S-turn creates several hydration sites stabilizing clustered phosphate groups. Hydration site IV is close to the previous site (both sites are bridged by other water molecules), and interconnects O2 0 (A2654) with O2P(U2653) and O2P(C2652) ( Figure 6B ).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out MD simulations of two SRD motifs (ECOLI and RAT) to provide a basic characterization of structural and dynamical properties of this ribosomal motif. Behavior of ECOLI and RAT simulations was strikingly similar. Although there are some minor differences between the crystal structures used as the starting models, (the different H-bonding in the tetraloop G/A base pair and distorted RAT flexible region in lower-resolution RAT crystal structure) all simulations resulted into identical SRD behavior.
The GAGA tetraloop is the most dynamical part of the SRD motif. The first and fourth bases of the tetraloop form trans SE/H G/A base pair, water-mediated in all simulations. It contains one bifurcated H-bond connecting N2(G) with N7(A) and O2P(A). N3(G) and N6(A) atoms, which typically form an H-bond in trans SE/H G/A base pairs, create a longresidency hydration site together with N7(A). Highly resolved crystal structures of E.coli SRD (483D and 1Q9A) show an increased distance between N3(G) and N6(A) atoms but no crystal water molecules are indicated in the position observed in simulations. X-ray water molecules are positioned close to N6(A) but are not deep enough to form contacts with N7(A) and N3(G). NMR structure (15, 16) and low-resolution crystal structure of SRD (14) do not suggest this hydration site as the distance between N3(G) and N6(A) is 3.4 s. Several theoretical studies of GNRA tetraloops suggest the presence of water molecule in G/A base pair [GCAA (53) (54) (55) and GUGA (56) ]. The tetraloop region also contains the most occupied ion-binding site, the N7(G2659, G4323 RAT) atom, with 50-80% inner-shell occupancies.
The simulations show changes in the sugar puckering and glycosidic torsion angle for A2660 (A4324 RAT) at the tetraloop apex. In crystal structures, sugar pucker for tetraloop residues is C3 0 -endo, while NMR experiments suggest mixed population of C3 0 -endo/C2 0 -endo (17, 41) . In simulations, A2660 ribose repuckered to C2 0 -endo and this was connected with A2660 anti to syn flipping. While C3 0 -endo pucker was partly populated for A2660 in syn conformation, C2 0 -endo never occurred when A2660 adopted the original anti conformation. Flip of the apex base was also observed in simulations of GCAA tetraloop using implicit solvent model (57) but the presence of syn bases in unbound GNRA tetraloops is not supported by any current atomic resolution experiments. However, experiments suggest that GNRA tetraloops adopt an unfolded geometry upon binding of elongation factors and/or toxins, as in the SRD-restrictocin complex (18) . The unfolded geometry is characterized by distinct geometrical changes of almost all tetraloop bases. The c angle of A2660 is shifted to $260 (high anti) while adjacent bases (G2661 and A2662) are flipped away with the c angle between 30 and 70 (syn). We cannot rule out that the A2660 c dynamics may be partly affected by force field imperfectness, but it has no non-local effect on the simulated structures.
Mutual shifts were observed between G2659/A2662 and closing C2658/G2663 base pairs. The shifted substate is reversible with population $40% and is characterized by an increased overlap of guanine aromatic rings while the vertical interaction between A2662 and G2663 is lost. Similar geometry was found in the crystal structures of GYRA tetraloops and 2 out of 13 X-ray structures of GRRA tetraloops with resolution at least 2.4 s (40). Thus, we suggest that it is a viable substate. Simulations of GCAA tetraloops carried out by Sorin et al. (57) showed extended geometry of G/A base pair characterized by flipped out adenine. These simulations, however, neglected explicit solvent, which is an important contact mediator in the tetraloop G/A base pair. The shifted geometry could represent an intermediate structure in the unfolding process; such unfolded tetraloop geometry was observed in the SRD-restrictocin complex (18) .
The simulations suggest presence of a number of longresidency hydration sites in SRD structures. Common feature of the flexible region is formation of water bridges instead of direct H-bonds. Despite the differences in the RAT and ECOLI flexible regions, both systems exhibit many similar features. Both areas are characterized by electronegative potential site with minimum around À15 kT. This minimum, however, is much weaker than in some other RNA systems, like 5S rRNA Loop E (28) ($À21 kT), Hepatitis delta virus ribozyme (23) or kissing-loop motif (27) (both $À30 kT). Electronegative sites in the three later systems are occupied permanently by (often multiple) cations in simulations (22, 23, 26, 27, 29) . In case of SRD motif, it is supposed that cations are not necessary for the stability of this motif (10) and this is supported by the simulations.
Except for the changes in the tetraloop, positions of bases remained well conserved during the simulations. The sugarphosphate backbone exhibits few localized flips. Some flips basically agree with SRD or other RNA crystal structures (the fluctuations of phosphate A2654 in the S-turn motif, and the common phosphate AII-RNA switches observed in the duplex part). Other switches are not observed in the SRD crystals. The switch of G2663 is connected with the shifted tetraloop geometry while the switch of U2656 leads to formation of more compact phosphate cluster in the S-turn and presence of several hydration sites in this area. While the G2663 switch is reversible with $50% population, the U2656 switch occurs in early stages of all simulations and is irreversible. This switch has no effect on position of bases and likely reduces repulsion in the most electronegative site positioned between U2656 and A2657 phosphate groups (Supplementary Figure  S15a) . Importantly, we evidenced no cumulative backbone flips similar to those recently reported for more than 10 ns B-DNA simulations (58, 59) . (Behavior of RAT simulations was again close to identical.)
The simulation outcome is affected by force field approximations and limited nanosecond-scale sampling. Regarding the sampling, the simulations show unusually good agreement with the starting structures and lack of any structural changes or oscillations. While it does not rule out presence of additional substates, these would have to be separated from the X-ray like geometry by >5-6 kcal/mol free energy barrier, otherwise they would be sampled (25) . Multiple 25 ns scale simulations are entirely capable to reveal all significant monovalent ion-binding sites (27, 28, 58) and long-residency hydration sites, thus the ion binding and hydration picture is qualitatively converged. The agreement with X-ray structures indicates a good performance of the force field. Cornell et al. force field provides balanced description of stacking and H-bonding of bases, including interactions utilizing the 2 0 hydroxyl group (60, 61) . This stabilizes simulations of RNA molecules with an extended network of base-base interactions (such as SRD). The instantaneous r.m.s.d. of simulated structures with respect to the X-ray structures oscillates around 1.5-1.7 s. The r.m.s.d. between the averaged simulated ECOLI structure and the high-resolution X-ray structure is 1.0 and 1.4 s before and after the tetraloop rearrangements, respectively. For comparison, r.m.s.d. between the highresolution and low-resolution (the 70S ribosome) ECOLI SRD X-ray structures is $1.7 s. Notable is the swift reparation of the perturbed RAT flexible region when starting the simulation from the lower-resolution RAT X-ray structure. The force field description is assumed to be less accurate for the backbone; however, the present study indicates (except of few local changes) good performance of the force field over a wide range of RNA backbone topologies. It still does not rule out occurrence of force field artifacts on a longer time scale. The most likely region to experience them would be the apical tetraloop and the A2660 dynamics could indicate their onset. Nevertheless, this and other recent studies indicate that conventional explicit solvent AMBER RNA simulations can be rather safely used to study even complicated RNA molecules on a time scale around 25 ns, which is sufficient to discern many qualitative structural and dynamical features of these molecules (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) 62) . No other force field has so far been tested for non-canonical RNA molecules. Accuracy of simulations on a longer time scale remains to be established. Theoretical SRD structures are in a relatively good agreement with SRD geometry observed in the Haloarcula marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit (12) , considering that these systems differ in flexible region sequences. We also compared the theoretical ECOLI structure with the geometry observed in the E.coli 70S ribosome structure (13) . The flexible region and the tetraloop area (when compared separately) are in a good agreement. However, the global shape of both SRD structures is slightly different due to geometrical difference in the G/U/A base triplet. This triplet is coplanar in the 70S ribosome, but in both theoretical and highly resolved crystal structures an inclination between U and A base planes is observed ($35 in MD simulations and $20 in the crystal) while G and U bases remain coplanar. This difference could originate in the lower resolution of the 70S ribosome crystal. Comparison of cryo-EM maps (63) and available X-ray structures indicates rotation of the SRD around its helical axis (by $17
) with a rotational center in the upper half of the SRD helical axis. The origin of the motion was not determined and the authors supposed that the SRD was moving as a rigid unit.
The motion could be induced by twisting movement of two distinct lobes of the stalk base region (domains II and VI). Thus, considering the available ribosomal structures, the SRD domain also appears to be stiff.
In summary, the simulations reveal that the SRD is a unique RNA shape. Our data support the statement that the SRD is structurally conserved (20) . The central part of the SRD molecule is unusually stiff, which is quite surprising in the flexible region containing consecutive at first sight poorly bound base pairs. These pairs are stabilized by water bridges. Note that long-residency waters (binding times above 1 ns) are not seen around standard duplex regions but are associated with some non-Watson-Crick RNA motifs and compactly folded RNA molecules (23, 24, 26, 28, 62) . The SRD is a salient example of such molecules. The SRD is perhaps the most rigid (on nanosecond-scale) rRNA motif simulated so far, being amazingly different from Kink-turns that act as large-scale flexible molecular elbows (24, 25) . Once formed, SRD is firmly locked in its geometry and has no easily accessible alternative substates or wider free energy basin. SRD is even stiffer than the rather rigid 5S rRNA loop E which shows substantial major groove width flexibility. In a sharp contrast to Loop E (and some other RNAs such as kissing-loop complex and hepatitis delta virus ribozyme), SRD is not associated with any deep electrostatic potential pockets and is not a major cationbinding motif.
